
TOP TRAIL PICKS

Category Trail Name Area / Getting ThereDescription 

Exit North Ridge Quad to the rightPowerline
Fresh
Powder

Tends to have some of the best conditions
on the mountain; ample snowfall and snow-
making combine, enabling smooth, pinpoint
turns

Bunny Buster

From the K-1 Base, head down
Great Northern until you see the
Snowden 6- Pack. Jump off the top
and look left

Groomer
A wide cruising run off of the new Snowden
Bubble Lift; you will leave with happy legs
and a groomer ripping smile

Directly under the North Ridge QuadRimeSteep
A good challenge, this is one of the steepest
Blues at the resort; fewer crowds and snow-
making make for  great conditions

Glades
Exit Snowdon Six Express right
and make your way through the
trees

Low Rider
This is our go-to spot for windy days. Due
to the mountain's shape, this trail gets tons
of fresh snow

Directly under the Canyon Quad; or
stay right and duck into the trees for
Big Dipper; the Canyon Quad almost
exclusively services this terrain

Double
Dipper /
Big Dipper

Steep

The Dippers are great for those looking for
speed; Double Dipper is a straight shot
under the lift; Big Dipper has a similar pitch
with glades to navigate

Take the Ramshead Express; exit to
the right and wind back under the lift

Easy Street
(Area)

Learning

This area can help with the transition to
more challenging terrain; Easy Street feeds
into different trails like Treezy, for those
who want to try glades, and Timberline, a
terrain park for novices

Superstar
Directly under the Superstar
Express

Showing Off

The epitome of Killington skiing; the
Women's Alpine World Cup hosts events
here; it's 4,800 feet long with a 1,200 foot
vertical

The magic carpet is walking distance
from the Snowshed Lodge

YodelerStarting Out
From the magic carpet you can use the tail
end of the Yodeler run. This is a perfect first
day spot

Terrain Park

Exit Skye Peak Express slightly to the
right and take Dream Maker
Headwall; For more park time, take
a left after the lift for the Stash; then
take the Snowshed crossover to
Dream Maker

Dream Maker /
The Stash

The biggest terrain park at Killington; this
Dew Tour Event location has more than 65
natural features, an 18 foot pipe, and an
assortment of rails

Bumps
(Advanced)

Directly under the Bear Mountain
Quad; the bumps are softer when it's
warmer

Outer
Limits

Considered the longest, steepest mogul run
in the East; lap this until your technique is
perfect and your legs are numb

Scenic
Cruiser

Beautiful, isolated trail, cutting through the
dense forest on the far left side of Killington
Peak

Exit K-1 Express to the left; take Blue
Heaven and look for Solitude on the
right

Solitude

Steep & Deep

Exit Superstar right, follow the cat
track briefly, then follow the Ovation
signs. Catch your friends at the
bottom, no friends on a powder day!

If it's deep, you need steep and this is the
one of the steepest fall lines in the east. Get
there early and you can lap it off of the
Superstar Quad

Ovation


